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On the 3x + 1 Problem 
G.~ENTIJRINI 
Scuoia Normale Superiore, p. Canalieri, 56100 Pisa, Italy 
As to the conjecture that given m E N = {l, 2,3,. . . }, the sequence 
~%lfZ~O~ defhted by the iterative formula 
m0 = m, 
if m, is even, 
m 
if m, is odd, 
has some iterate m, = 1, it is shown in this note that for every real number 
p > 0, almost every m E N has some iterate m, < pm, or mj 5 2 for some 
j < n. Furthermore it is conjectured that m,(l+,j I 2 if s > 10 and m I 2”. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
In [l], Dolan, Gihnan, and Manickam prove that, if k E N, and 
vrk(x) = #{m I x: m E N, and for some n E N, m,+P c m, 
p E {OJ,...) k - l}}, (1) 
then the density T~(x)/x --) 1 as x + 00. 
This result may be improved by the foIlowing theorems. 
THEOKEM~. LetbeN,=(1,2,3 ,..., 2”},sEN,s>lO, andq,(n)= 
#Q,(n), where 
Q,(n)= (mEN,:m,<(s/(l+s))“m,ormj12forsomej<n]. 
(2) 
Then lim q (n)/2” = 1. “-a s 
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THEOREM 2. For every real number p > 0, if 
p,(x) = #{m IX: m EN, andjorsomen EN, m, -c pm, 
ormj<2 jorsomej<n}, (3) 
then the density pP( x)/x + 1 us x --) co. 
Theorem 2 implies the main density theorem of [l]. Indeed for every 
k E N there are p such that 0 < p < (1/2)k. Therefore rrk(x) 2 p,(x) (see 
(1) and (3)). 
II. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
We recall (see [l, 21): 
(1) the set X, of all parity sequences u,(m) = (x0, x1,. . . , x,-i) asso- 
ciated with the natural numbers m, where xi = 0 for mj even, and xi = 1 
for mj odd; 
(2) Everett’s theorem, u”: N, -% X, for every n E N, and 
(3) F,(m) = COsj<nXj, where o,(m) = (~0, ~1,. . . , x,-d- 
From Everett’s theorem one has: 
LEMMA 1 (as the law of large numbers). For every real number E > 0, ij 
M, = #{m E N,: F,(m)/n < $ + E}, (4 
then lim “,,M,/2” = 1 (also see [l, Lemmas 1 and 21). 
LEMMA 2. If j= F,(m) and mj > 2 for j < n, n > 1, then m, < 
($)f($)“-fm (see [l, Lemma 31). 
LEMMA 3. Let s E N. Ifs > 10, then 
($)‘( :) “-’ -c (s/(1 + s))” - f/n < hr(2s/(l + s))/hr( y) = y, = : + E, 
where E > 0. 
The equivalence is clear. Furthermore y,, > 0, 503 and yS+i > y, for 
every s. 
Now, from (2) and (4) by Lemmas 2 and 3, one has qs(n) 2 M,. 
Therefore Lemma 1 leads to Theorem 1. 
For every p > 0 there are r such that (s/(1 + s))~ I p. Therefore from 
(2) and (3), if n > r, then ~~(2”) 2 qS(n), and from Theorem 1 one has 
Iim ,,,,p,(2”)/2” = 1. Then Everett’s lemma [l, Lemma 71 leads to Theo- 
rem 2. 
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III. REMARKS AND A NEW CONJECTURE 
1. Let n E N and m E N. be. The behaviour of first n iterates is 
the same for all m’ = m + q2”, q E Z, the set of the integers, since 
a,( m’) = a,( m + 42”) = u,(m) for every q E 2. Indeed, by induction on 
j < n, one has m; = mi + q3’2”-j, where i = Fj(m), and then in the 
correspondent parity sequences x; = xi. (Note also that x; = x, + q3f = 
x, + q (mod 2) where f = F,(m), and then (0, l} 3 q -% x; E (0, l}, 
which yields the proof of Everett’s theorem by induction on n.) 
2. Note that (s/(1 + s))~@+~) c e-’ (= exp(-s)). Therefore, if 
n = ~(1 + s), then from Theorem 1 
“{ m E N,(,+,,: m,(,+,, < e-‘m, or mj I 2 
for some j < ~(1 + ~)}/2~(l+‘) --, 1 ass+ co. (5) 
We consider m E N such that e-‘rn < 1, i.e., m < es +I 2’(‘+‘). 
Probably it is not true that for every s > 10 and m < es one has 
m,~,,,~ I 2. But this is more and more likely as s increases if we consider 
the m s 2” only, since 2” * es and very likely #{m E N: m c es and 
ms(1.s) ’ 2)/e” +Oass+ coasagreedwith(5)andremarkl. 
3. Remarks 1 and 2 suggest he following 
Conjecture. For every s E N, s > 10, if m I 2”, then m,(,+s, I 2. 
This conjecture is true for s I 20. Moreover let be n = v(m) the smallest 
natural number such that m, = 1 (put v(m) = 00 if such a n does not 
exist); .zll = max{ v(m): m I 2”); z, = max{ v(m): 2”-’ < m S 2”) for 
s > 11, and at last 8, = ~(1 + S) - z,. By computer one finds: 
s 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
6, 17 6 17 36 46 58 83 64 85 91 
Generally the difference S, increases together with s as agreed with 
remark 2. Hence very likely v(m) < log,(m)(l + log,(m)) for every m 2 
211 (v(m) I 115 = ~(1161) for m < 2”). 
4. If q = - 1, then remark 1 implies that the same results are valid 
for the sequence: 
m,*=m 3 
mZ+l = 
i 
m:/2, if m: is even, 
(3m,* - 1)/L if m,* is odd, 
the conjugate sequence, since m,*(m) = -m,(-m) for every m E N and 
n E N. 
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Note that in the corresponding Theorem 1 it is sticient that s > 6, since 
in the corresponding Lemmas 2 and 3 it is possible to consider $ instead of 5. 
The relative conjecture states: for euery s E I?, if m I 2”, then m$+,) I 
136, since in this case there are the cycles (5,7,10) and (17,25,37,. . . ,136, 
68,34), and the fked point 1. 
Note that any term of cycles does not belong to corresponding set Q:(n) 
for large n. Nevertheless if n = v*(m) is the smallest natural number such 
that rn: E {1,5,17}, then very likely v*(m) -C log,(m)(l + log,(m)) for 
every m E N. 
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